
 
 

 

REFEREE’S & HEAD REFEREE’S POLICIES 
 

The Head Referee: 

 

a) Is responsible for providing game officials with all scheduled games 

b) Must ensure that all referees are qualified to the satisfaction of the league 

 

The Referee: 

(The Referee’s Registration Fee is set at $25 per season)  

(The Referee’s Game Fee is set at $80 per game) 

 

a) Is individually responsible for their application and registration with BCMSL 

b) Is solely responsible for the Registration Fee as above 

c) Must ensure that the field is properly marked to his/her satisfaction prior to the start of a game    

d) Is the sole controller of the game in the absence of linespersons 

e) Must obtained a copy of the teams’ rosters prior to the game 

f) Shall not proceed with a game when the official BCMSL Team Roster is not available from any 

one team     

g) Must ensure that all players in the field of play are wearing protective game equipment 

h) Must ensure that all players in the field of play are free of jewelry (Exception Wedding Band) 

i) Must submit a Game Report via the website, including the match result (Team Score/s & 

Scorer/s) including disciplinary cards within 24 hours. 

j) Must complete an Incident Report via website in case of a red card arising from other than a 

professional foul such as inside or outside the field of play  

k) At the referee’s discretion, will immediately stop a game in case of a player appears to be 

injured 

l) If a game become uncontrollable the referee can stop the game at anytime at his discretion   

m) Must be paid the full game fee if a game is started later than 15 minutes past the scheduled 

time, the referee is not obligated to play the full 90 minutes (Referee’s Discretion) 

n) Will be paid half the game fee when attending a game where both teams and the referee agree 

that the field is not playable 

o) Will allow the maximum time of 15 minutes past the scheduled time if either team is waiting for 

the minimum number of players  

 

NOTE GAME REPORT:  

First Infraction:  

A referee’s failure to submit a game report as per Section (g) above will result in a warning  

Second Infraction:  

A referee’s failure to submit a game report as per Section (g) above will result in the referee’s 

scheduling be reviewed by the league  
 


